
Instruction Manual



Installation
1.Please read this manual carefully before installation.
2.Only a professional electrician should install this fixture.
3.Please make sure that the electricity is powered off before
installation.

4. If there are any questions or problems during installation, please
don’t hesitate to contact us to get professional suggestions or video.

5.Please check the fixture after installation finished, if the light is very
weak or flickers, it might be wrong connection of live wire and
neutral wire, please make sure the connection is correct to avoid
damage of the fixture.

Working Environment

1.Please install this fixture only dry location.

2.Allowed maximum wattage for single bulb is 60W, please do not
use bulb more than this wattage.

3.Please do not turn on / turn off the fixture frequently, which is very
easy to destroy the fixture.

TIPS
Dear customer:

Thank you for choosing our products. Please read this manual
carefully before installation. If there is any problem during installation,
please contact us as soon as possible.



Maintenance

1.Please use only dry & dust-free fabric to clean the fixture.
2.Take a picture before remove out the parts for memory reminder, it
will really help you to assemble the fixture correctly after cleaning.

3.Do not modify or exchange the parts of the fixture to avoid damage.
4.Do not use any liquid such as water or detergent to do cleaning,
which will damage the finishing of the fixture.

5.If there any abnormal of the fixture, please cut off the power
immediately and ask help to a professional technician.

Specification

Name D0070-6 / D0070-8
Material Iron
Finishing Painting
Dimension Diameter: 26.2inch(66cm) Height:27.6inch(70cm)
Height Height adjustable from 27.6 to 66.9 inch(70 to 170cm)
Weight D0070-6:5.73pound(2.6kg) / D0070-8:6.39pound(2.9kg)
Bulb Base E12
Wattage Maximum 60W per bulb
Voltage 110V
Bulb LED / Edison / CFL / Incandescent / Halogen
Dimmable Working with dimmer
Roof Flat / Sloping / Vaulted Ceiling
Working Space Indoor 20-50m²

Suitable Area Living Room / Dinning Room / Kitchen / Bedroom /
Reading Room / Entryway / Foyer / Hallway



Installation Steps

1.Install the arms 2 on the top plate 1 by lock nut and teeth
lock washer 3.

Package List
③ lock nut and teeth lock washer

D0070-6:6PCS
D0070-8:8PCS

1pcs 3pcs

② light arm
D0070-6:6PCS
D0070-8:8PCS

④ splicing connector 2pcs
1pcs 3pcs

14 cylinder tube
D0070-6:6PCS
D0070-8:8PCS

3pcs 3pcs

⑦ hanging tube 1pcs

⑧ hanging tube 1pcs

11 canopy 1pcs
15 cap nut 2pcs

⑨ hanging chain 1pcs

① top plate 1pcs

⑤ metal box 1pcs

⑥ end cap 1pcs

scissors wrench pliers bolt driver
(14＃)

Auxiliary Tools



3.Install the metal box 5 to the plate 1 with end cap 6.

Installation Steps
2.Connect all the wires by parallel with connectors 4
(all live line-L use one connector, and neutral Line-
N use another connector).

How to use the splicing connector:
10

1.Cut into the wire’s insulation 10mmwithout cutting the wire,
and then pull toward end of wire to remove the insulation. correct wrong

2.Pull the orange operating handle A to open the inlet hole 90°, insert the wire B
into end of the hole, press the operating handle A and check the wire can not
pull out any more, then wiring finish.(Note one inlet hole accepts 0.08-2.5mm²
wire, so can insert 2-3 wires into one inlet hole)

note:
(1) The operating handleAmust keep 90°when is open, and carefully your finger that to avoid hurting when close the handleA.
(2)The splicing connector is working by parallel wire connection, so one connector only can connected all live wire or all neutral wire, can not mix
live wire and neutral wire in one connector.

How to use the cap connector:

1.Prepare the bare ends of the wires and tidy
them up, twining the bare ends together.

correct wrong

2.Place the plastic wire cap onto the ends of the wires, rotate the wire cap clockwise to make the wires can not pull
out then finishing wiring, after that use lock tie to make the wires fixed.

note:
（1)The cap connector is working by parallel wire connection, so one connector only can connected all live wire or all neutral wire, can not mix live

wire and neutral wire in one connector.
(2)Suggestion: when finish wiring, use electrical tape for each connector cap onto its respective wire.



5.Let the wire go through the ring 10
of hanging chain 9, rotate the
ring 10 to fixed the chain 9 on
the fixture, connect the chain 9
with canopy 11 by carabiner
hook screw connection 12, let
the wire go through the chain 9
and canopy 12.

Installation Steps

4.Let the wire go through the tube 7 and tube 8 rotate to fasten the
tubes on the fixture.



Installation Steps

6. Install the bracket 13 to the
ceiling junction box with screw.

7.Connect the wire with
connector 14 to your
home line.

8. Install the fixture to the
bracket with cap nuts 15.

9.Put the cylinder tube 16 on
the bulb holder and after
that install the bulbs 17.

Thank you again for your support and trust. Best wishes for you！
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